Stay in Your Lane

By Gordon Goodwin

Conductor

1st E♭ Alto Saxophone
2nd E♭ Alto Saxophone
1st B♭ Tenor Saxophone
2nd B♭ Tenor Saxophone
E♭ Baritone Saxophone
1st B♭ Trumpet
2nd B♭ Trumpet
3rd B♭ Trumpet
4th B♭ Trumpet

1st Trombone
2nd Trombone
3rd Trombone
Bass Trombone
Guitar Chords
Guitar
Piano
Bass (Electric)
Drums
Auxiliary Percussion
(Congas, Bongos)

Optional/Alternate Parts
Sample Solo C insts
Sample Solo B♭ Trumpet
Sample Solo B♭ Tenor Sax
Sample Solo E♭ insts
Sample Solo Trombone
C Flute
Vibraphone
Tuba (Doubles Bass)
Horn in F (Doubles 1st Trombone)
1st Baritone Horn T.C./B♭ Tenor Saxophone (Doubles 1st Trombone)
2nd Baritone Horn T.C./B♭ Tenor Saxophone (Doubles 2nd Trombone)
3rd Baritone Horn T.C./B♭ Tenor Saxophone (Doubles 3rd Trombone)
NOTES TO THE CONDUCTOR

You gotta love the blues. An understanding of the blues is very important because blues vocabulary is encoded in the very DNA of jazz. Stay in Your Lane is definitely bluesy, but it has a harmonic alteration in the fifth measure of each chorus—where we would normally go to the IV chord, we go to a flat III chord. This change provides a little twist to this song.

We start off with the saxes playing a basic boogie-woogie pattern—something normally played by the rhythm section. Accordingly, the saxes must play with good time and a good sense of the groove; they are establishing the feel for the entire chart to come.

You will notice that I notated many of these phrases with an eighth-note-triplet pattern. This is the basic rhythmic pulse that should apply to the entire chart. Measures that are notated with straight eighth notes, such as m. 2, m. 4, m. 6, and m. 8, are written this way because it reads a little clearer on paper, but they should definitely be phrased as eighth-note triplets.

The trumpets and saxes take the melody in m. 13. This should be played with gusto at a strong dynamic level. The trombones take over the boogie-woogie pattern here, and they should take care not to drag. Listen to the drums, specifically the hi-hat, to make sure things are in sync.

Measure 25 should be the loudest part of the chart so far and leads us to the solo section at m. 37. Be sure to observe the dynamics, like in mm. 27–29, because grooves like this tend to lock in at the same dynamic level and we must always look for ways to bring contour to our music.

The solo section at m. 37 can be opened up for a number of your best soloists. Stretch out and have fun! The rhythm section can play the notated parts during this solo section, but should be encouraged to look for other approaches as well. Listen to the soloist and interact together so that you create different textures and grooves, using the chord changes as a basic framework. Learning to find new perspectives in the solo section will go a long way towards providing spontaneity for charts like this.

Measure 61 begins a development section where the musical focus passes from the saxes to the trumpets to the trombones. Make sure that each section balances properly and grabs the focus when it’s their turn.

There’s a key change at m. 86. The ensemble should make sure things lift up here because we are taking the chart in for a landing, and we want the excitement to build as we get to the end.

The blues is one of the most exhilarating musical styles to play. This is a form of music that appeals to almost everyone, as if there is something in its basic musical components that resonate with the human condition.

I hope you enjoy playing Stay in Your Lane!

—Gordon Goodwin
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